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Abstract. We introduce a novel relational-learning algorithm for learn-
ing first-order-logic clauses by means of Plotkin’s least general generaliza-
tion operator. The algorithm employs our newly introduced polynomial-
time bounded reduction in the place where the exponential-time theta-
reduction is normally used. It is guaranteed to find a correct solution of
the learning problem under the condition that there exists a solution (a
clause) with at most a given treewidth.

1 Introduction

Methods for construction of hypotheses in relational learning can be broadly clas-
sified into two large groups: methods based on specialization, so-called top-down
methods, and methods based on generalization, so-called bottom-up methods.
In this paper we describe a novel bottom-up method based on Plotkin’s least
general generalization (LGG) operator [1]. We start by developing a method for
reduction of clauses constructed by the LGG operator. We introduce a method
for reduction of clauses which runs in polynomial time. When combined with
LGG, this reduction method guarantees that if a bounded treewidth clause cor-
rectly splitting positive and negative examples exists then a (possibly different)
clause which also correctly splits the positive and negative examples can be con-
structed using the LGG operator and the polynomial-time reduction method.

2 Preliminaries: Logic, Constraint Satisfaction, Treewidth

If A and B are clauses, then we say that the clause A θ-subsumes B, if and
only if there is a substitution θ such that Aθ ⊆ B. If A ≼θ B and B ≼θ A, we
call A and B θ-equivalent (written A ≈θ B). The notion of θ-subsumption was
introduced by [1] as an incomplete approximation of implication. If A is a clause
and there is another clause R such that A ≈θ R and |R| < |A| then A is said to
be θ-reducible. A minimal such R is called θ-reduction of A.

Constraint satisfaction [2] with finite domains represents a class of problems
closely related to the θ-subsumption problems. In fact, as shown by [3], these
problems are almost identical although the terminology differs. A constraint
satisfaction problem is a triple (V,D, C), where V is a set of variables, D =
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{D1, . . . , D|V|} is a set of domains of values (for each variable v ∈ V), and
C = {C1, . . . , C|C|} is a set of constraints. Every constraint is a pair (s,R), where
s (scope) is an n-tuple of variables and R is an n-ary relation. An evaluation
of variables θ satisfies a constraint Ci = (si, Ri) if siθ ∈ Ri. A solution is
an evaluation that assigns values from domains to the respective variables and
satisfies all constraints.

The CSP representation of the problem of deciding A ≼θ B has the fol-
lowing form. There is one CSP variable Xv for every variable v ∈ vars(B).
The domain of each of these CSP variables contains all terms from terms(B).
The set of constraints contains one k-ary constraint Cl = (sl, Rl) for each lit-
eral l = predl(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ A. We denote by Ivar = (i1, . . . , im) ⊆ (1, . . . , k)
the indexes of variables in arguments of l (the other arguments might contain
constants). The scope sl of the constraint Cl is (Xti1

, . . . , Xtim ) (i.e. the scope
contains all CSP variables corresponding to variables in the arguments of literal
l). The relation Rl of the constraint Cl is then constructed in three steps. First,
a set Ll is created which contains all literals l′ ∈ B such that l ≼θ l′ (note that
checking θ-subsumption of two literals is a trivial linear-time operation). Then
a relation R′

l is constructed from the arguments of these literals such that it
contains a tuple (t′1, . . . , t

′
k) if and only if l′ = pred(t′1, . . . , t

′
k) ∈ Ll. Finally, the

relation Rl of the constraint Cl is then the projection of R′
l on indexes Ivar (only

the elements of tuples which correspond to variables in l are retained).
The Gaifman (or primal) graph of a clause A is the graph with one vertex for

each variable v ∈ vars(A) and an edge for every pair of variables u, v ∈ vars(A),
u ̸= v such that u and v appear in a literal l ∈ A. Similarly, we define Gaifman
graphs for CSPs. The Gaifman graph of a CSP problem P = (V,D, C) is the
graph with one vertex for each variable v ∈ V and an edge for every pair of
variables which appear in a scope of some constraint c ∈ C. Gaifman graphs can
be used to define treewidth of clauses or CSPs.

Tree decomposition, Treewidth A tree decomposition of a graph G = (V,E)
is a labeled tree T such that

– Every node of T is labeled by a non-empty subset of V .
– For every edge (v, w) ∈ E, there is a node of T with label containing v, w.
– For every v ∈ V , the set of nodes of T with labels containing v is a connected

subgraph of T .

The width of a tree decomposition T is the maximum cardinality of a label in
T minus 1. The treewidth of a graph G is the smallest number k such that G
has a tree decomposition of width k. The treewidth of a clause is equal to the
treewidth of its Gaifman graph. Analogically, the treewidth of a CSP is equal to
the treewidth of its Gaifman graph.

It is easy to check that if a clause A has treewidth bounded by k then also the
CSP representation of the problem of deciding A ≼θ B has treewidth bounded
by k for any clause B. Constraint satisfaction problems with treewidth bounded
by k can be solved in polynomial time by the k-consistency algorithm1 [5]. If the

1 In this paper we follow the conventions of [4]. In other works, e.g. [5], what we call
k-consistency is known as strong k + 1-consistency.
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k-consistency algorithm returns false for a CSP problem P then P is guaranteed
to have no solutions. If it returns true then the problem may or may not have
some solutions. Finally, if the k-consistency algorithm returns true and P has
treewidth bounded by k then P is guaranteed to have a solution. Due to the
equivalence of CSPs and θ-subsumption, the problem of deciding θ-subsumption
A ≼θ B can be solved in polynomial time when clause A has bounded treewidth.

Proposition 1. We say that clause A is k-consistent w.r.t. clause B (denoted
by A ▹k B) if and only if the k-consistency algorithm executed on the CSP
representation of the problem of deciding A ≼θ B returns true. If A has treewidth
at most k and A▹k B then A ≼θ B.

Proof. Follows directly from the solubility of CSPs with bounded treewidth
by the k-consistency algorithm [4] and from the equivalence of CSPs and θ-
subsumption shown earlier in this section.

3 Bounded Reduction

In this section we introduce so-called bounded reduction of clauses. The described
method runs in polynomial time and allows us to reduce the clauses at least as
much as θ-reduction. Unlike θ-reduction, bounded reduction does not guarantee
that a clause and its reduced version will be logically equivalent. Instead, it
guarantees that the clause and its reduced version will be undistinguishable
by bounded-treewidth clauses under θ-subsumption. We start by defining k-
subsumption and k-equivalence which are weaker versions of θ-subsumption and
θ-equivalence and coincide with them in cases when the clauses on the left hand
side of the relation have treewidth at most k.

Definition 1 (k-subsumption, k-equivalence). Let C, D be clauses. We say
that C k-subsumes D (denoted by C ≼k D) if and only if (E ≼θ C)⇒ (E ≼θ D)
for every clause E with treewidth bounded by k.

k-subsumption is a transitive and reflexive relation on clauses. k-equivalence is
an equivalence relation on clauses.

Definition 1 provides no efficient way to decide k-subsumption between two
clauses as it demands θ-subsumption of an infinite number of clauses to be tested.
The next proposition provides a link between k-subsumption and k-consistency.
It provides a necessary condition for k-subsumption which is exactly what we
will need to justify our bounded reduction method.

Proposition 2. For any two clauses C, D, if C ▹k D (i.e. if C is k-consistent
w.r.t. D) then C ≼k D.

Proof. We will utilize two observations. First (rather obvious): If C ⊆ A and
A ▹k B then C ▹k B. Second: If C is a clause with treewidth bounded by k
and Cθ ▹k D then C ≼θ D. Checking Cθ ▹k D is equivalent to checking k-
consistency of the original CSP representation of C ≼θ D problem where we
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added additional constraints to enforce consistency with the substitution θ. If
this restricted problem is still k-consistent then also for the original problem
it must have held C ▹k D and consequently C ≼θ D (using Proposition 1).
Now, we can finish the proof easily. We need to show that if C ▹k D then
(E ≼θ C) ⇒ (E ≼θ D) for all clauses E with treewidth bounded by k. First, if
C▹kD and E ̸≼θ C then the proposition holds trivially. Second, E ≼θ C means
that there is a substitution θ such that Eθ ⊆ C. This implies Eθ ▹k D using
the first observation. Now, we can recall the second observation which gives us
E ▹k D and finally obtain E ≼θ D recalling that E has treewidth bounded by
k and using Proposition 1.

Now, we define an analogue of θ-reduction for clauses using the notion of k-
subsumption. This operation is defined next and is called k-reduction.

Definition 2 (k-reduction). Clause Ĉ is called k-reduction of clause C (de-

noted by Ĉ = redk(C)) if and only if C ≈k Ĉ and |Ĉ| is minimal. A clause D

is k-reducible if and only if it has a k-reduction D̂ and |D̂| < |D|.

There is one notable difference between θ-reduction and k-reduction. Whereas θ-
reduction Ĉ of a clause C must be isomorphic to a D ⊆ C, nothing similar holds
for k-reduction. It is possible to find a θ-reduction of a clause C by searching a
substitution θ such that Cθ ⊆ C and |Cθ| is minimal. Searching for a k-reduction
may be a little more complicated from this point of view because there are clauses
C and their reductions Ĉ such that Ĉ ̸≼θ C. On the other hand, it is possible
to compute a good approximation to k-reduction which is always at least as
good as θ-reduction in polynomial time as the next proposition asserts whereas
θ-reduction is NP-hard problem.

Proposition 3. Let C be a clause with arbitrarily high treewidth and let Ĉθ be
its θ-reduction. We can find a clause Ĉk such that C ≈k Ĉk and |Ĉk| ≤ |Ĉθ| in
time O

(
|C|2k+3

)
by a ”literal-elimination algorithm”.

Proof. The literal k-elimination algorithm works as follows. First, it sets C ′ = C
and then performs the following process iteratively for each literal l ∈ C: It
checks if C ▹k C

′ \ {l} and if so then it sets C ′ ← C ′ \ {l}. First, it follows from
transitivity of k-equivalence that Ĉk ≈k C. What remains to be shown is that the
resulting clause Ĉk will not be bigger than Ĉθ. Let us assume, for contradiction,
that |Ĉk| > |Ĉθ|. Since Ĉk ⊆ C, it must hold Ĉk ≼θ Ĉθ which means that Ĉk

must be θ-reducible. When Ĉk is θ-reducible, there must be a literal l ∈ Ĉk such
that Ĉk ≼θ Ĉk\{l}. θ-subsumption implies k-consistency (for clauses of arbitrary

treewidth) therefore it also holds Ĉk ▹k Ĉk \ {l}. However, then l should have
been removed by the literal-elimination algorithm which is a contradiction with
Ĉk being output of it. As for the running time of the algorithm, k-consistency
can be checked in time O(|C|2k+2) [4] and it is invoked exactly |C| times by the
above procedure which gives us the runtime O(|C|2k+3).
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4 LGGs and Bounded Reduction

In this section, we show how the literal-elimination algorithm introduced in the
previous section can be applied in a bottom-up approach to hypothesis learn-
ing based on Plotkin’s least general generalization of clauses [1]. A problem of
approaches based on least general generalization is that the size of a LGG of a
set of examples can grow exponentially in the number of examples. Application
of θ-reduction cannot guarantee that the size of LGG would grow polynomially
in the worst case, however, it is often able to reduce the size of the clauses sig-
nificantly. However, the problem is that θ-reduction is an NP-hard problem and
therefore its application on usually rather large LGGs of learning examples is
costly. In contrast, as we have shown, clauses even smaller than θ-reduction can
be obtained in polynomial time using the concept of k-reduction. Therefore it
would be very beneficial if we were able to use k-reduction in this process in-
stead of θ-reduction. The next proposition shows that under suitable conditions
the literal-elimination algorithm presented in the previous section can indeed be
used for this.

Proposition 4. Let E+ and E− be sets of positive and negative examples. If
there is a clause C with treewidth bounded by k which correctly splits the positive
and negative examples (i.e. ∀e+ ∈ E+ : C ≼θ e+ and ∀e− ∈ E− : C ̸≼E e−) then
it is possible to find a clause D which also correctly splits positive and negative
examples as:

D = litelimk(LGG(e+n , litelimk(LGG(e+n−1, litelimk(LGG(e+n−2, . . . )))))

(here, litelimk(. . . ) denotes calls of the literal-elimination algorithm).

Proof. We will prove a slightly stronger proposition that D not only correctly
splits the positive examples and negative examples but also that C ≼θ D by
induction on the number of examples in E+. The base case |E+| = 1 is obvious
since then D = e1. Now, we assume that the theorem holds for |E+| = n and we
prove that it must also hold for |E+| = n+ 1. That is we assume that

C ≼θ Dn = litelimk(LGG(en, litelimk(LGG(en−1, litelimk(LGG(en−2, . . . )))))

and that Dn also covers positive examples e1, . . . , en. First, we show that then
also C ≼E Dn+1 = litelimk(LGG(e+n+1, Dn)). We have C ≼θ LGG(en+1, Dn)
from the induction hypothesis and from definition of LGG. Using Proposition 1
and recalling that C has treewidth bounded by k we also have C ≼θ Dn+1 =
litelimk(LGG(en+1, Dn)). Next, we can finally show that Dn+1 correctly splits
the positive and negative examples as follows. First, Dn+1 does not cover any
negative example because if it covered an example then also C would cover that
example (because C ≼θ Dn+1). Second, LGG(en+1, Dn) covers the examples
e1, . . . , en+1 which can be checked by recalling the induction hypothesis and def-
inition of LGG. Finally, litelimk(LGG(en+1, Dn)) must also cover the examples
e1, . . . , en+1 because litelimk(LGG(en+1, Dn)) ⊆ LGG(en+1, Dn).
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It is interesting to note that neither the clauses which are reduced by the literal-
elimination algorithm during learning nor the final constructed clause must have
treewidth bounded by k. It merely suffices that some clause with treewidth
bounded by k which solves the learning problem exists for the outlined method
to work correctly.

5 Experiments

We implemented the generalization operator based on bounded 1-reduction into
a propositionalization system. The system is based on generalizing randomly
sampled sets of learning examples. We evaluated it in experiments with a dataset
of antimicrobial peptides [6] which contains spatial structures of 101 peptides,
which are short sequences of amino acids, labelled according to their antimi-
crobial activity. The peptide structures were described using pair-wise distances
among amino acids and the types of amino acids. Antimicrobial peptides are
considered to be viable replacements for conventional antibiotics against which
many microorganisms have already acquired resistance. In the experiments, we
used random forest classifiers learned on attribute-value representations of the
datasets constructed using the propositionalization method. We compared the
results obtained by our method with nFOIL which is a state-of-the-art system
combining FOIL’s hypothesis search and Naive Bayes classifier. Our method
achieved higher predictive accuracy (88.0%) than nFOIL (77.2%). Interestingly,
some of the learned clauses contained, in the end, more than 200 literals which
would be unachievable by most existing relational learning systems. We also per-
formed an experiment in which we replaced random forest by naive Bayes which
gave us again higher accuracy than nFOIL (79.2%).
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